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 ELEPHANT and  CASTLE DAY NURSERY LTD  

            www.elephantand cast l edaynursery. co .u k  
 

 

Toddler Room: What to Expect 

 

Introduction 

Welcome to the toddler room. We know this may be an anxious time for you and your family, so we have prepared a summary 

of key areas of development, learning and care to help prepare you and your family for the different experiences that lie ahead. 

We hope to form cooperation between the nursery and you and your family, so that your toddler has a positive journey that is 

taken with them as he /she transitions into Pre-School room. 

 

Facilities 

The toddler room is divided into two rooms, which has a free flow access into each other to provide plenty of room for young 

children to explore and mix together learning through play; however we will sometimes close the connecting doors to allow for 

group times.  The rooms are divided into different areas. One will include all their messy activities: arts and crafts play dough, 

cornflower and role-play, mark making, construction and small world. The other room will include areas like water play, science 

and nature, music and movement, maths and ICT, as well as a separate book and cosy corner. We also have a separate sleep 

room for those children who need a rest. By setting the rooms up in this way we aim for the children’s development to take 

place without too many overly formal activities. Our priority is to provide a calm, caring and nurturing environment for your 

toddler, where they can develop positive attachments and form their first relationships with peers and adults.  

 

At this age children will also be experiencing the change from nappies to potties and toilets. Whatever the challenge, you can be 

assured that our practitioners  are well trained, motivated and committed and work alongside parents/carers during this 

transition. 

 

 

Daily routines 
8:00-9:00 breakfast 

9:00-11:00 planned activities 
(10:30 nappy changing checks/change) 

11:00 – 11:30 group sessions 
12:00 lunch 

1:00-2:30 rest time/quiet time 
2:30-5:00 continuation of planned activities 

3:00-3:30 tea time 
5.00-6.00: Free play Tweenies and Pre-school 

5:45-6:00 tidy up time 

 Nappy changing changes and checks are carried out at the following times (and sooner if required) : 10.30 a.m  2:30 p.m 
4:30 -5.00p.m  
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 Drinking Water is provided throughout the day and as required 

 

Settling In 
In the toddler room children have a slightly more structured routine to their day whilst learning through a wide range of fun 

activities and experiences planned for their continued learning and development by their key person who will get to know them 

really well.  

 
The nursery has two procedures for settling children. The first is used for children transitioning into the classroom from our baby 

room, as the children in the baby room progress children begin to show an increasing independence and obvious pleasure in 

moving, communicating and learning through play, so around the time of their second birthday we will arrange inductions for 

the child and parents to make transitions into toddler room smooth and happy for all.  The second procedure is used for children 

who join from outside the nursery. In the first week before your toddler is due to start, you or a relative is asked to stay with the 

child for one hour a day between 10 a.m-11a.m. This helps your child to become more familiar and comfortable with their 

environment whilst a familiar person is present to offer comfort and support.  

 
The settling-in process can last between four six and weeks, the latter if they are part time. During settling - in your child’s new 

key person will talk to you and try to gather some initial information about your toddler’s needs. Over the next few weeks, the 

key person will provide activities for your child based on their interests and information provided by you. At the end of the 

settling - in period, you will be invited to attend a brief discussion with the key person to discover how your child has settled and 

you will receive a formal ‘settling-in report’ to take home. For more information please visit the nursery Settling-In-Policy and 

Transitions Policy. 

 

Settling In - What you need to bring 
We ask that you bring a few items from home to help us provide the best support and care for your toddler. These include: pull 
ups, wipes, spare clothes, a comfort toy (if your child needs some extra comfort), suitable walking shoes to help support your 
child’s mobility , clothes appropriate to the weather such as a raincoat, sun hat and sun cream. Please label items with your 
child’s initials. 

 
The role of your toddlers’ Key Person 
When your child starts nursery they will be allocated a key person, in some cases  a co-key person,  where possible  key persons 
will be carefully selected based on information you gave us about your baby so that your baby has the best chance to make a 
secure bond. Not only will the key person observe your child, they will help them settle into their new room and routines, and 
offer one to one experiences based on your child’s specific ages and stages of development e.g. ensuring activities are tailored 
to meet your child’s age/needs.  

 
Learning and Development 
We recognise that our toddler's are really starting to find their 'feet' and often want to feel independent as well as supported. 
Each day our activities are engaging, bringing new challenges, as well as providing familiarity. Often children at this age like to 
pretend objects are things from their own experiences and represent these through their play. That is why we endeavour to 
respect what they have been playing with by leaving these resources out for longer periods of time; for example, when a big 
tower is built we leave this alone and don't interrupt their play until this has naturally come to an end. 
 
We tailor our day around our children's interests and development needs; not forgetting those spontaneous moments. When 
the first snowflakes fall we are out with hats and coats not forgetting our shovels. Whether we are outside creating a fairy 
garden or a den amongst the trees for our super heroes we foster and endeavour to enhance every child's interest. 
 
Active learning and the desire to be involved in new experiences is what we foster and encourage amongst our toddler children. 
We motivate them to try new things and to enjoy different experiences which help and support them to feel a sense of 
achievement as well as the skill to keep on trying! Our children are proud of their achievements and we represent these using 
lots of positive photos around the room, or praising them with sticker charts if they begin to use the toilet independently. Praise 
and recognition are just two of the ways we build up self-esteem amongst our children - this is very important to us.  
 
Creative play has an on-going place within our toddler room. We encourage and provide daily opportunities for them to have 
fun expressing themselves; developing their fine motor skills along the way. Our toddlers have access to a variety of mark 
making and messy play materials; crayons, painting easels, play dough, clay, sand, mud and water - lots of mess and great fun! 
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Developing self-help skills such as being toilet trained, finding their own coat or shoes, is our way of ensuring we prepare them 
with life skills. Our children have their own peg for personal belongings to provide a sense of belonging and encourage them to 
become more independent. We've found self-help and independence soon emerges when adults provide the opportunities and 
support the child in their quest to a new found freedom. 
 
Positive interactions and communication ensures our children's vocabulary, speech and listening skills are enhanced and 
encouraged. Language is a primary EYFS area, and developing rapidly at this stage as children are beginning to put sentences 
together. Taking part in conversations that are led by the child but enhanced by the practitioner is a great way for children to 
learn new things and to begin to think about the past, present and future. Looking at books, listening to stories, rhyming and 
rhythm are all important steps in literacy. 

These are just some of the areas our toddlers love to play in.... 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Phonics 
In nursery children are introduced to Phase 1 and 2 of the Letters and Sounds Programme. Phase one supports the development 
of speaking and listening and awareness of sounds. Our aim is to teach your children the important basic elements of letters and 
sounds such as oral segmenting and blending of familiar words. Children are taught how to: 

 Explore and experiment with sounds and words.  

 Distinguish between sounds in the environment. 

 Show awareness of rhyme and alliteration.  
 

How do we teach Phase 1? 
We play a variety of games and activities with the children and music has a key part in developing children’s language. Most are 

adult led activities and the way we model speaking and listening, interact and talk with the children is critical to the success of 

our phase 1 activities and to promoting the children’s speaking and listening skills. We ask parents and carers to help us 

continue phonics teaching at home, you may wish to look at the following video and sing along with your child:   

Video name: Jolly Songs- A-Z Alphabet Song  available at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ei0iFs5uF6w 

 

 

 

Home Corner - A ‘place to talk’- Where role play, stories, singing and puppetry are all enjoyed. See photo 1. 

 
Creative area - Where children can experiment to express their feelings and ideas using a range of materials.  

Book corner  -Relaxing together amongst cosy cushions we foster a love for books, trips to our local library  are just 

another way we encourage children to love and enjoy reading. 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ei0iFs5uF6w
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 IT 
Our children have access to a range of ICT such as a touch screen TV, photo cameras, radio and electronic musical instruments. 
The use of ICT provides children with the opportunity to extend and develop their learning throughout the six areas of the 
curriculum. For example, ICT may assist children in the following ways: 
 

Personal, social and emotional development 

 To develop collaborative skills.  

 To gain positive dispositions towards learning 
 

Language development 

 To develop listening and memory skills. 

 To express thoughts, ideas and feelings 
 

The World Around Us 

 To make use of all of the senses to investigate and explore  

 To develop skills of observation  

 To select appropriate ICT resources for specific purposes and in a range of situations 

 To ask questions about why things happen and how things work 
 
Trips/ Outdoor                                           
The children in the toddler room are able to explore and learn throughout their day without too much pressure and at their own 
pace. They will be given free access into their own playground which will provide them with an outdoor extension to their indoor 
activities; children will also engage with the local community via daily outdoor trips (weather dependant of course). 
 

 
 
 
Toilet and Potty training 
We strive to mirror the childcare that you give your child at home including the feeding habits, nappy and toileting routines as 
well as sleep routines, all made possible through regular contact with your child’s experienced key person.  Once your child has 
settled into toddler room, our experienced practitioners will endeavour to put together a Potty Training Plan that aims to 
support you and your child during what can be a daunting process for both parents and children, but please be assured that our 
staff will work with you every step of the way to ensure the process is a smooth one. Please be aware that it can take longer for 
a child to potty train at nursery as there is so much more happening within the environment than at home-this is why we may 
ask you to start potty training your child at home for a short period before it is introduced in the nursery. Your child’s key worker 
will follow a protocol that can be seen in our main Nappy Changing and Potty Training policy. 
 
Nappy Changing/Toileting 
Toilet training is a personal time, and the dignity of the child will be respected at all times. Nappy change or checks occur 
routinely at 10.30 am, 2.30pm, 4.30-5.00pm; changes will take place sooner if required. As a guide, practitioners will talk to your 
child in a comforting, positive, and friendly way, and will maintain good eye contact with the child throughout the 
changing/nappy checking process; they will encourage your child to grab a favourite toy. Parents/Carers preferences for nappy 
changing will be discussed during the child’s settling in procedure, practitioners will ensure your wishes will be respected. 
Parents are asked to supply pull ups and wipes, if this supply runs out before you are able to replenish it, we will use only cotton 
wool and water. Practitioners will record nappy changes and items you may bring in.  
Children are also provided with books and animations to support them with toileting,’ social stories’ are particularly valuable 
and cover many social themes from going to the toilet to listening and making friends, these are easily available in your local 
library or on the internet. 
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Sleeping / Rest 
When babies and children start with us we will ask for information from the parents regarding sleep routines-this may be 
updated throughout the year. This will reflect the growing child’s changing needs. We recognise that young children need to rest 
and sleep throughout the day, and we will try to accommodate each child’s individual needs. We also recognise the parents 
need for rest and sleep, and we will always work with parents to accommodate needs. 
 

 Babies and children will be able to sleep and rest during the day  

 Information  on children’s daily routines will be collected at registration and reviewed regularly 

 Key workers will be responsive to individuals needs, and how these needs change  

 Key workers will consult with parents regarding how long to try for sleep before stopping and trying again later 

 Key workers will consult with parents on how best to put their child for a sleep, e.g. stroking head, stroking tummy 

 Key workers will complete regular sleep charts to ensure children are adequately monitored 
 
Preparing for Sleep 
It is important that each child is comfortable to ensure a restful sleep. Our practitioners will ensure each child: 

 Has a clean face and hands for sleeping 

 Has a dry, clean nappy, and loose clothing including bibs has been removed  

 Shoes have been removed  

 Has their comforter if used 

 Has been offered a drink of water 

 
If children do not want to sleep, they are encouraged to rest quietly or play. The nursery cannot force children to sleep or to not 
to sleep, we will be guided by a child’s state of wellbeing.  For more information on our sleep and rest practices please visit our 
Policy on Rest and Sleep. 

 
Reviewing your toddler’s development 
We believe that a partnership between the parents and carers and the nursery is crucial in understanding what your child’s 
needs are so we can plan the best possible care for them. We therefore offer many opportunities for formal and informal 
meetings to discuss your child’s development. Practitioners will ensure that Parents/Carers feel comfortable about approaching 
them for advice, information, and support regarding their child’s care at all times and we will use various ways of ensuring that 
Parents/Carers are fully informed about their child’s day. Key persons (Co-Key persons in their absence) will make themselves 
available to speak to parents/carers when they arrive to drop off children or to pick them up. 
 
 Other than this daily interaction, the nursery has several methods for sharing formal information with parents.We will ensure 
that a formal meeting will be set up around the time is two and a half years old,  around the time we prepare your child’s ‘Two 
Year Progress Check’  report, a short report that summarises your child’s development in  the 3 prime areas namely Personal, 
Social and Emotional development, Communication and Physical Development. The purpose of this report is to establish what 
support a child needs to enhance their development. For more information  please visit the following guide on 
https://www.foundationyears.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2012/03/A-Know-How-Guide.pdf 
 
Transition to Pre-school Room at age Three 
When your child is nearing age three we will prepare them for transitioning into the Pre-School classroom, for children aged 
three to four years old. This can be a big transition for a child and we aim to make it as comfortable and easy as possible. A 

Our nappy changing facilities 

When you are contemplating potty training your child, the NHS recommends 
parents note the following: 

 Remember, you can't force your child to use a potty. If they're 
not ready, you won't be able to make them use it. 

 Most parents start thinking about potty training when their child is 
between two and two-and-a-half, but there's no perfect time. 
Some people find it easier to start in the summer, when there are 
fewer clothes to take off and washed clothes dry more quickly. 

 Try potty training when there are no great disruptions or changes 
to your child's or your family's routine. It's important to stay 
consistent, so you don’t confuse your child 

 
To read the full article, and watch current and practical videos on this 
subject please visit the NHS on http://www.nhs.uk/Conditions/pregnancy-
and-baby/Pages/potty-training-tips.aspx ,  or  ask your child’s key worker 

for an advice leaflet on potty training. 

 

https://www.foundationyears.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2012/03/A-Know-How-Guide.pdf
http://www.nhs.uk/Conditions/pregnancy-and-baby/Pages/potty-training-tips.aspx
http://www.nhs.uk/Conditions/pregnancy-and-baby/Pages/potty-training-tips.aspx
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month before your child’s 3rd birthday we will begin to settle them into Pre-school room. We believe this will give them a 
chance to get to know their new classroom and new routines, carers and peers. To help your child settle their key person will 
stay with them as much as is required to offer your child comfort, support and reassurance. Parents and Carers will also be 
invited to meet with the new key person, and look around your child’s new classroom. We also arrange a weekly open flow day 
that encourages children in toddler room and preschool room to meet, make new friends and explore each other’s classrooms. 

 
The Learning Journey  
In toddler room practitioners are required to plan for your child’s individual needs and interests in all key areas including: 
feeding, drinking, nappy changing and learning.  Planning is based on information provided by the child’s family, and knowledge 
of those working closely with your child, based on detailed observations we do on your child every day whilst they are playing. 
We use computer tablets to take photos of special moments and milestones, and write short notes to record what your child is 
doing. This is reviewed periodically which allows us to track your child’s development in relation to his/her peers, and plan goals 
to meet their needs. We will focus on observing your child in three ‘prime’ areas: Personal, Social and Emotional Development, 
Communication and Language and Physical Development, as well as ensuring activities are planned to cover four ‘specific’ areas: 
Mathematics, Literacy, Understanding of the World,  Expressive arts and design. All information recorded will be regularly 
updated into your child’s online Learning Journey, which will be shared with you throughout your child’s stay in toddler room. 
The Learning Journey will be sent to you electronically via email or on CD, when your child moves to their new classroom or 
primary school, it will feature as an attractive colourful and detailed PDF file that you can easily share via email with family and 
friends, near and far. 

 
Food and snacks 
All of our meals are freshly prepared in our kitchen. We follow the ‘Eat better - Start Better’ National Guidelines- which supports 
us to deliver healthy meals for children. Our menu’s are available online on our website, and are also displayed daily in the Pram 
Area daily. For more information please take a look at our Food, Milk and Weaning Policy and Hygiene Policy. 

 
Our main feeding schedule: 
 Breakfast  8:00-9:00 am, 
 Lunch  11:45- 12:30 p.m. 
 Tea time 3:00-3:30 p.m 

(We also offer toddlers a variety of light fruit and vegetable snacks including crackers, carrot sticks ,apple,  raisins at around 
10.30 am and in the afternoon around 4.45 pm.) 

 
How we support children’s Physical and Emotional development 
From around 24 months your child will be encouraged to sit at a table with peers and feed themselves using correct cutlery and 
cups, key persons will offer support at feeding times as required. We make meal times a social occasion so we encourage all 
toddlers to assist us with setting up lunch tables and helping to tidy up after mealtimes. To develop self feeding, your child will 
be encouraged and praised for feeding themselves.  
 
Practitioners will look for a variety of cues to know when a child is hungry, or does not like certain foods. We know what a child’s 
food preferences might be, but we will ensure they have a chance to try and explore new tastes, sometimes this is done via food 
tasting activities.   At the same time the nursery has a duty to encourage children to get in the habit of trying a variety of 
common foods that may promote a healthier lifestyle, and that they will likely encounter at primary school e.g. mash potato, 
fish pie, carrots, peas and couscous. 
 
 To ensure children receive immediate care and support when required, we have built up a great partnership with local 
paediatric services and consultants who will visit us to deliver tailored support and consultations for families and children who 
need support with issues such eating, sleeping, behaviour, speech and language, breastfeeding.  Sunshine House Children and 
Young People's Development Centre is the most local – parents and carers  can go to a drop in session at any time to discuss any 
concerns in confidence, please visit the following link for more details:http://www.evelinalondon.nhs.uk/our-
services/community/locations/sunshine-house.aspx.Please inform a nursery practitioner if you would like more information 
about available services, or if you have any concerns about your child’s development. 
 
Below are some strategies to support a Partnership approach to eating: 

 The nursery will as much as possible cook foods that meet the dietary requirements and preferences for all children. 
 Whilst it may be difficult to see a child refuse food we recommend that it is important for parents and practitioners to 

persevere and encourage a child to try new tastes and textures, offering an immediate alternative will only teach them 
that adults will give in to any demands. We expect parents to support us with this at home. 

 It is good practice for parents and carers to cook some of the meals we provide to children at home. This will increase 
the chances of a child getting used to foods, evidence suggests children may need to try a new food at least seven times 

http://www.evelinalondon.nhs.uk/our-services/community/locations/sunshine-house.aspx
http://www.evelinalondon.nhs.uk/our-services/community/locations/sunshine-house.aspx
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before they will like it, so it is necessary to persevere  at home and at nursery. Please ask for a copy of the Menu and 
have a go cooking some of our meals at home. 

 The nursery will not be able to offer alternative menus, but minor substitutions may be considered in some exceptional 
cases e.g. where a child has additional needs. 

 If parents or carers have any further concerns about their child’s meals, please ask for a food sample to be left for you 
at home time. This will give you an idea of the portion sizes we offer and ingredients, and textures of foods served. 
 

Promoting Positive Behaviour 
All children go through difficult phases during their childhood.-this is a normal part of growing up. During these times, our 
Nursery's roles and responsibilities are to reassure children by offering them guidance and help. One of the best ways of 
ensuring that positive behaviour is adopted is to set strict boundaries in order to establish right and wrong and ensure all 
practitioners and also parents and carers are consistent in their teaching approach. We want to ensure that children understand 
that for every action they carry out there is a consequence that can make a peer or parent happy, but it can also be a negative 
consequence that upsets someone or puts them in danger etc. depending on the type of action that was carried out. 

 
We aim to use Rewards (e.g. stickers, awards, special roles) to promote and reinforce positive behaviour, regardless of the age 
of the child. Giving children stickers and certificates encourages children to make positive behaviour choices. For example we 
use reward stickers and charts for when children show respect to each other, or carry out a thoughtful action, or when they use 
the toilet independently during potty training. We will also allow children to help set the consequences if the rules are broken. 
This gives children ownership of the consequences and they are more likely to adhere to the positive behaviour. We aim to help 
children find solutions in ways which are appropriate to their ages and stages of development. We will help them understand 
the consequences of their behaviour by allowing children to participate in activities and games that promote working together 
and co-operation. Our classroom also contains important visual behaviour displays such as posters and visual timetables which, 
along with flash cards and books showing different expressions support children to identify how they feel and therefore manage 
their own feelings.  
 

Dealing with negative behaviour 
It may be sometimes appropriate to give children time out from a situation to allow them to calm down and step back from the 
problem for a short while so that a member of staff can offer comfort and listen to the child and help them to manage and find a 
solution to their problem. It is also a good way of providing children with a strategy to calm down. We sometimes refer to this as 
‘thinking’ time. We never leave a child on their own, they will never be asked to sit on a specially designated chair. Taking them 
into another room or area is always done with a minimum amount of holding by an adult and will never result in harm to a child 
either physically or emotionally. The length of time children are on time-out depends on their age, i.e. 2 min for a 2 year old, 3 
min for 3 year old, etc. and not on how bad their behaviour was. For more information please visit the following policies that 
relate to behaviour management including: Promoting Positive Behaviour Policy, Biting Policy, Equality and Inclusion, Special 
educational Needs Policy, Transitions Policy. 

 
Milk and Water  
Children will be provided with water throughout the day, and more frequently during warmer periods. Children are encouraged 
to drink milk as part of a cereal breakfast or as a milk shake alongside warm toast during colder months.  
 

Dummies, Teethers  and other comforters 
We recognise that bottles with teats, dummies and teethers may be a source of comfort for your toddler, and may be an 
important part of their routine.  However, prolonged use can restrict a toddler’s ability to make the necessary mouth 
movements such as babbling and can cause delays in speech. Practitioners will work with parents to slowly phase out dummies, 
bottles/teats and teethers, taking onto account the child’s emotional needs and development. We know that children develop at 
different rates and this is only a guideline, we will support your toddler whatever stage they are at. If children use toys as 
comforters, we will encourage them to return toys into their bags after registration. Children are encouraged to bring a favourite 
toy and talk about it during special activities such as ‘show and tell’. 
 
More information 
If you would like more information about what a typical day looks like in your child’s classroom, please pick up a Daily Routines 
handout available by the classroom entrance and also available on our website. 
 
A range of nursery policies are available on our website, we also have a file containing paper copies of all nursery policies by the 
nursery entrance for parents and carers to visit at anytime.  We also have a ‘Resources’ file  listing key local services which 
parents/ carers can access in Southwark, it lists contact details for departments dealing with  housing and employment-amongst 
others , please take a look. We are always happy to listen if you would like to talk to us in person. 
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